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Last updated: October 2018 

 

Updates: 

● There is no longer an incremental payment system - you now get paid £70 per person, 

per service regardless of the length/number of appointments 

● Simplified process for generating your own referrals (‘walk-ins’) means you no longer 

need to seek approval from HMCTS. 

● A list of new HMCTS services and webinars to complete 

● Updated contacts for HMCTS teams  

● Typing for customers - latest guidance 

● Reminder: you don’t get paid for assisting people with paper versions of the form  
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Introduction 

This handbook is a guide for Online Centres taking part in the HM Courts and Tribunals Service 

(HMCTS) face-to-face assisted digital pilot, beginning in 2018. 

 

It aims to help you understand: 

 

● What assisted digital support is 

● Who the support is for 

● How appointments will work 

● How you get paid 

● How you record what you’re learning through the pilot 

● Service level agreements and expectations 

 

For clarity, we refer to people who need and use HMCTS as ‘customers’ in this guide.  
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Background 

HM Courts and Tribunal Service (HMCTS) is an agency of the The Ministry of Justice (MOJ).  The 

Government is investing £1 billion to reform and modernise the UK's justice system.  The aim is 

to make justice services more efficient and accessible to everyone.  

 

One part of this reform is moving from paper-based services to online services. HMCTS know 

that not everyone has the skills, abilities or access to use online services on their own and want 

to provide assisted digital support for them. To do this, HMCTS will offer telephone support 

through their Customer Telephone Service Centres (CTSC), and Good Things Foundation will 

deliver face-to-face support through Online Centres.   

 

This is the first time Government has invested in assisted digital through a significant pilot, and 

HMCTS really want to learn if and how it can be delivered well. 

 

Over the next 12 months we will ‘test’ face-to-face assisted digital support across centres in 

England and Wales. We will introduce each new HMCTS service as it becomes available online, 

starting with the five services already available.  By summer 2019, we will make clear 

recommendations on how it should be delivered as a mainstream service. 

 

This is a great opportunity both to support the transformation of the UK’s justice system, and to 

help Government learn about how to deliver assisted digital and design a service that works for 

vulnerable people. 

 

We want you to help us learn and will rely on your insight and feedback throughout to help shape 

the service! 
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What is ‘assisted digital support’? 

Assisted digital support is help for people who need to use online services but don’t have the 

skills, ability or access to do so on their own.  

 

In this pilot project, Online Centres will help people complete online forms for the following 

HMCTS services: 

 

● Civil Money Claims 

● Divorce 

● Probate 

● Single Justice System eg. TfL fines, DVLA  

● Social Security and Child Support e.g. PIP appeals 

● Help with Fees (an additional form that customers can complete if they are on low 

income/welfare benefits that may wave or reduce their court fee) 

 

Your job will be to guide customers through these forms and help them understand the online 

guidance.  

 

Support will look slightly different for each customer and you can tailor the session to meet their 

needs. For example, some customers will want you to sit with them throughout to explain each 

step of the form, while other customers may be more independent and just need to call on you 

when they are stuck.   

 

You can deliver assisted digital support through a pre-booked appointment or ‘there and then’ 

support through a drop-in/walk-in appointment. Some customers will be able to complete in one 

go whilst others might need more appointments. We want to give you the freedom to deliver 

support in the best way for your centre and the customer. 

 

Importantly, assisted digital support is not legal advice.  On page 16 of this handbook we have 

outlined the difference between assistance and legal advice, and how you can best help people 

without ‘crossing the line’.  

 

It’s also worth noting that any digital skills training is not funded by HMCTS, so any training you 

may offer to customers will need to happen outside of the form filling.  
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Who will we support?  

At this stage, support is open to anyone who doesn’t have the skills, capability or access to use 

HMCTS online services themselves.   

 

Customers eligible for assistance are: 

● People who do not have the digital skills or confidence to complete online forms 

themselves e.g. can’t navigate websites, use keyboards or upload documents 

● People who do not have the capability to complete online forms themselves e.g. 

physical or mental health problems, learning difficulties or language barriers 

● People who do not have access to a suitable digital device or internet connection 

We will engage customers in two ways: 

● HMCTS Customer Service Telephone Centre - Callers will be identified for face-to-face 

support and referred to the closest online centre to them  

● Online Centres - staff will engage and identify people needing face-to-face support 

through their centre and networks. 

HMCTS are still offering paper based forms, so people aren’t forced to use online forms - it’s their 

choice. Paper forms can be found online. It’s important to note that HMCTS are not funding any 

assistance with paper forms.  

We would like to learn more about the different types of people that need assisted digital 

support, to ensure we reach them and respond to their needs as well as we can. So we will be 

asking for your feedback on who the support is helping, how and why. 
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What training do we offer? 
 

We will provide online training for centres in the form of webinars. On the assisted digital 

webpage you will find the latest version of this handbook, supporting documents and a webinar 

for each HMCTS service.  

 

Webinars include: 

● Introduction to assisted digital 

● How to use Capture IT 

● Civil Money Claims 

● Divorce 

● Probate  

● Single Justice Service - Transport for London Fines 

● Social Security & Child Support (SSCS) - Personal Independence Payment (PIP)  

● Help With Fees 

 

We require all centre staff and volunteers to watch all webinar recordings before offering 

assisted digital support to customers. 

 

Webinars are held every time a new HMCTS service is launched. We will send you a webinar invite 

everytime a new HMCTS service goes live. Webinars include a demo of the service and a chance 

to ask questions. We record all the webinars so you can re-watch them in your own time.  

 

If you have any questions or further support needs, please contact us at 

grants@goodthingsfoundation.org / 0114 349 1635 and we will see what we can do to help. 
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How appointments will work  
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Referrals from HMCTS  

 

1. Assisted digital support will be promoted by CTSC, and callers who require face-to-face 

assisted digital support will be identified. The CTSC will complete a referral form, email it 

to Good Things Foundation who will then email the referral on to you.  

 

2. You will then need to call the customer to arrange when to come in for assistance. You 

need to assist customers within 10 days, or 3 days if it is an urgent or time-sensitive 

matter.  

 

3. It’s essentials that you use the appointment checklist (page 12) when you call to ensure 

they are fully prepared for the appointment e.g. if they have the necessary information, 

advice, documentation and funds to complete the online form. You should also 

determine what needs and preferences they have so you can prepare accordingly. 

 

4. You will then need to update CaptureIT immediately after the call and log when the 

appointment will be happening.  You can view a guide to using CaptureIT on the assisted 

digital webpage.  

 

5. If a customer wishes to cancel or rearrange an appointment, they need to contact you 

directly. If a customer doesn’t turn up to their appointment, please call them to 

understand why and find out if they would like to rebook. Please update CaptureIT with 

the new booking and/or reason why. It’s vital we learn why people don’t want to attend 

the appointments and how we can make the service more accessible. We also want to 

understand the true time and cost involved with booking appointments. 
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Referrals from Online Centres 

 

1. You can identify people that need help with HMCTS online forms through your centre 

and/or your networks. We can provide promotional material such as posters and leaflets 

to support this. 

 

2. Using the guide on page 7, you can determine whether people are eligible for face to 

face support.  

a. If you’re unsure of the customer’s eligibility or are unsure about the forms they 

need to complete, you can always pass on the relevant CTSC number (see page 

21 for the telephone numbers for each service) to the customer, so they can call 

directly to discuss their situation and requirements. 

b. If you believe they are able to do the the form themselves and can manage with 

telephone assistance, we recommend you signposting to the relevant CTSC for 

troubleshooting instead.  

c. If they wish to complete the forms by paper instead, you may wish to find and 

print the forms for them using the online form finder. 

 

3. It’s essential that you use the appointment checklist (page 12) to ensure they are fully 

prepared for the appointment e.g. if they have the necessary information, advice, 

documentation and funds to complete the online form. You should also determine what 

needs and preferences they have so you can prepare accordingly. 

 

4. If the customer is fully prepared, and you have the capacity, you may wish to start your 

appointment immediately. Alternatively, you will need to arrange to see the customer 

within 10 working days 

 

5. If you’re unsure of the customer’s eligibility or are unsure about the forms they need to 

complete, you can always contact the relevant CTSC number (see page 21 for the 

telephone numbers for each service) or pass the number on to the customer, so they 

can call directly to discuss their situation and requirements. 

 

6. You will then need to update CaptureIT immediately afterwards with details of the 

appointment.  You can view a guide to using CaptureIT on the assisted digital webpage. 
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HMCTS appointment checklist  

BEFORE APPOINTMENT  Complete 

1. Call customer to arrange appointment 

 

❏ Confirm you are speaking to the right person.  

❏ Introduce yourself and your centre.  

❏ Using the information you have in the referral form, confirm what 

assistance they need eg. “My understanding from HMCTS is that 
you need help with an SSC1 form, is that right?”  

❏ Explain the help you can/can’t offer eg. “I can help you through 

the application but I can’t complete this on your behalf. I can help 
you understand the form/the process/use the website but I can’t 
give you any legal advice on things like what to say in your 
application to the tribunal. Is this ok?”  

❏ If they need advice, signpost them to where they could go and 

recommend they get advice before the appointment with you. If 
your centre offers legal or certified advice, you can offer advice 
before or after the appointment but not during. 

❏ Briefly explain how the appointment could work (who would help 

and facilities at your centre). Ask if they have any needs or 

preferences eg. private room, wheelchair access, hearing loop. 

❏ Remind them to bring relevant information, documents & 

ID/confirmation text on arrival. (The webinars on our website list 

the relevant documents for each service - please familiarise 

yourself with them). 

❏ Arrange a date & time for appointment. 

❏ Provide any relevant information you have on how to get there. 

❏ Explain what to do & who to contact if they wish to cancel or 

rearrange. 

❏ Ask them if they have any other questions. 

 

2. Send confirmation text to customer (with consent from the customer)   

3. Log appointment on CaptureIT.   
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ON ARRIVAL  Complete 

Confirm who they are  
You can ask for the appointment confirmation text or any ID they have.  

 

Help them to acclimatise to the building  
(eg. where the toilets are, whether they’d like a drink of water etc) 

 

Confirm what assistance they need eg.  
“My understanding is from HMCTS that you needed assistance with civil 
money claim form, is that right? What would you like to get out the 
appointment today?” 

 

Ask them if they have the relevant information and documents needed 

for the completing the form 

 

Explain the help you can/can’t offer eg. 
“I am here today to help you complete a Civil Money Claim application. I 
can help you through this but I can’t complete this on your behalf. I can 
help you understand the form/the process/use the website but I can’t 
give you any legal advice on things like what to say in your application to 
the tribunal. Is this ok?” 

 

Ask them how they’d like to receive assistance from you today eg. 

“I can sit with you and help you through each page, or if you would 
prefer, I can leave you to it and I'll be over there if you need any help. 
What would you prefer?” 

 

Start supporting them with the online form   

 
 

AT THE END OF THE APPOINTMENT  Complete 

Ask if they’d like written documentation or printed information of what 

they’ve done or what they need to do  

eg. Gov.uk confirmation/information, signposting details, HMCTS number 

to call, the email address they set up etc. 

 

Ask if they’d be happy to complete a customer survey   

Update CaptureIT with outcome of appointment   
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After the appointment  

Customer feedback 

When the customer has finished their appointment, please ask them to complete the customer 

feedback form. You can find a copy of the customer feedback form on CaptureIT and on the 

assisted digital webpage. 

 

Unless the customer requests your help, we recommend stepping away whilst they complete 

the form to offer them the privacy they need to provide feedback that is as honest as possible. 

 

Update CaptureIT 

Once you have completed the appointment, you should record the outcome on CaptureIT.  If you 

have multiple appointments, please log them separately.  

 

CaptureIT is a key learning tool for the pilot project, and will also trigger the monthly grant 

payments to Online Centres.  

 

Good Things Foundation will use CaptureIT to: 

 

● Have an overview of appointments taking place 

● Understand appointment outcomes. 

● Understand customer feedback. 

● Generate payments to online centres. 

CaptureIT needs updating within 24 hours of completing an appointment. The Good Things 

Foundation Network Team will be monitoring this regularly, to ensure accurate information is 

input and that we are able to maintain an efficient service. 

Apart from getting you paid, Capture IT will help us learn things like how long appointments 

really take, why people cancel appointments and what outcomes can be reasonably achieved. 

You can view a guide to using CaptureIT on the assisted digital webpage.  
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Providing assistance not legal advice 

Assisted digital support is not legal advice.  

HMCTS are able to offer procedural guidance on their services, however they are not permitted 

or trained to give any legal advice. This is to ensure HMCTS remains unbiased in the facilitation of 

the court service. This applies to HMCTS funded projects too, so it is critically important that you 

abide by the same rule in the delivery of this pilot. 

We understand that the boundaries between legal advice and assistance are sometimes blurred.  

Here are some definitions that may help: 

Assisted digital 

Assisted digital support is help for people who need to use online services but don’t have 

the skills, ability or access to do so on their own. This could be face-to-face, on the phone 

or through webchat. Face-to-face assisted digital is to provide access to a digital device, 

help people understand online guidance provided, help people navigate the online form 

and get to the point of completion. The online guidance provided may be legal information.  

 

Legal advice 

Legal advice is providing your opinion to an individual about how they should deal with a 

specific legal matter. Legal advice consists of much more than just representing somebody 

in court. For example, filling out legal documents for another person, giving advice on 

what they should write in legal forms, and speculating about the outcome of a case all 

count as providing legal advice. Because these situations all affect the legal rights of 

individuals, it is illegal for anybody who is not licensed to practice law to provide legal 

advice. 
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Based on these definitions of assisted digital support and legal advice, here is some guidance on 

what support you can offer during assisted digital appointments: 

 

You can 

● Read out and paraphrase the information on the screen to help customers 

understand the form. 

● Point out important facts on the screen customers may overlook. 

● Explain the process, timescales and what happens next. 

● Help them with their spelling and/or grammar if they ask this of you. 

● Type on behalf of customers if they are unable to do so for themselves.  If you do 

this, the customer will have to sign an authorisation form to state they have asked 

you to type on their behalf and confirm that they are happy that what you typed 

accurately represents what they have said. You will then need to scan and send 

this form to grants@goodthingsfoundation.org. You can find the form on the 

assisted digital webpage. 

● Listen and reassure where you feel able to.  

● Ask them if they’ve had any advice and help them find out where they can go. 

 

You cannot 

● Offer legal advice during the appointment.  

● Offer opinions, suggestions or other advice on what customers should write on the 

online forms. This could be interpreted as legal advice. You should avoid using 

phrases such as: "what I would do is...." and “what I think you should do” and 

instead use phrases such as: "the website is giving you these options to choose 

from (x, y), so what would you like to do next?" 
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If customers need legal advice 

● Show people how to search for advice and guidance on GOV.uk and any reputable 

sites you know of  

● Signpost them to local and appropriate specialist advisers you know of. 

● If your centre offers legal or certified advice in areas that are relevant to HMCTS 

(eg. family law or welfare/benefits) you can offer advice before or after the 

appointment but not during. 

 

Providing feedback 

We’re aware that many HMCTS customers will need both assistance and legal advice when filling 

out online forms. We are hoping to mitigate this through early signposting to legal advice as set 

out above - but we want to make sure we have continuous feedback on how this is going from 

your perspective and how it affects the assisted digital support you are offering.  

 

Please let us know if the distinction between assistance and legal advice is causing problems, or 

if you have best practice about how to manage it better. Ultimately, we want to be able to 

improve the experience for HMCTS customers and better support you to support them! 
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What we want to learn and how 

Good Things Foundation and HMCTS will be evaluating this project in detail to understand what 

works and what doesn’t work. Ultimately, we want to know how face-to-face assisted digital 

support can help HMCTS customers, which customers and why. 

 

Following the end of the pilot in September 2019, together with HMCTS we will make clear 

recommendations on how face-to-face assisted digital support could be delivered as a 

mainstream service. 

 

Your expertise and insight is vital to this learning and we want to work closely with you every 

step of the way! We aim to answer these questions through: 

 

● The data you input into CaptureIT eg. appointment times, outcomes, customer feedback. 

● Monthly/Bi-monthly telephone calls with the Good Things Foundation Network Team, 

where you can share what is and isn’t working.  

● Inviting you and HMCTS customers to design and test new models and ideas with us 

 

Outside these channels, at any point in the project you can contact the following Good Things 

Foundation staff with feedback or ideas. 

 

Holly Bagnall-Bell (grants manager) at holly@goodthingsfoundation.org / 0114 349 1635 
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Service standards 

Our aim is to deliver an excellent customer experience for all HMCTS customers across all Online 

Centres. To achieve this, we want each Online Centre to follow the same processes for all 

customers. Within this consistent approach, you should then feel free to use your expertise and 

judgement to adapt your approach in meeting the needs of individual customers.  

 

We expect Online Centres to: 

 

● Ensure all staff and volunteers delivering the service have a current DBS check in place. 

● Ensure all staff and volunteers delivering the service have completed training for this 

service. 

● Risk assess appointments and drop-ins according to your own organisational policy. 

● Record outcomes in CaptureIT accurately and in time (within 24 hours of the 

appointment) 

● Be honest, helpful and polite with customers. 

● Offer impartial support when helping customers with online forms. 

● Be sensitive and adapt to the needs of all our customers. 

● Let customers know what happens next and how to check progress.   

● Protect customer’s personal documents and information. 

● Take complaints seriously, investigating them and providing a considered response. 

 

Service level agreements: 

 

● Online centres can support up to 300 people during this pilot project - from October 2018 

to end August 2019.  This is not a ‘hard target’ and will depend on demand and on 

referrals from HMCTS. 

● At least 90% of appointments are within 10 working days of the referral. 

● At least 90% of CaptureIT data is input accurately within 24 hours of the appointment.   

● At least 95% of appointments start within 10 minutes of their scheduled time. 

● At least 90% of customers complete their online process. 

● At least 90% of all service customers rating 9 or above on the exit survey. 

● At least 98% of complaints received are resolved within 5 working days. 
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Getting paid  

Online Centres are paid a flat fee of £70 per person, per HMCTS service (or form). This is 

regardless of the minutes, hours or number of appointments it takes to complete the form.  

 

Grant payments will be paid monthly and based volume of customers you input into CaptureIT, 

triggered by their first appointment.  It is important you update CaptureIT as soon after the 

appointment as possible.   

 

We will still be requesting to record how many appointments you deliver per person and how 

long appointments take in order to help us understand true time and cost of assisted digital, and 

develop a fair payment for the future. We will a review point (January 2019), analyse data and 

iterate payment model if required. 
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Contact us 

For questions relating to the HMCTS customers and online forms, you can contact the dedicated 

HMCTS helpline number: 

 

 

0300 303 0646  

 
You will be asked to enter pin which is: 3#  and then choose the relevant service from the 

Interactive Voice Response options.  The helpline is available Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm 

 

Please note this number should not be shared with any user and is internal only. If the user 

wants to speak to HMCTS then the Online Centre must dial, enter the pin and pass the phone 

over to the customer. 

 

For general questions or feedback, contact: 

Holly Bagnall-Bell on holly@goodthingsfoundation.org / 0114 349 1635 

Or the general funding inbox on grants@goodthingsfoundation.org  
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